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BURGO	RECYCLING	AND	MOSAICO	
AT	MARCA	2024	
 

ALTAVILLA VICENTINA, 11TH JANUARY 2024 

Burgo Recycling and Mosaico will participate in the 20th edition of Marca, the international fair where 
large-scale retailers are also exhibitors, in Bologna on 16th and 17th January. 

 

Burgo Recycling and Mosaico, two companies of Burgo Group, announce their participation in the 20th edition of Marca, 
the international Modern Organized Distribution exhibition and the only Italian trade fair dedicated to private labels. 

Marca is a large showcase of Italian excellence in private label products and will be held on Tuesday 16th and Wednesday 
17th January at Bologna Fiere. The fair is preparing for its largest edition ever, with seven pavilions ready to host 
hundreds of companies of food and non-food sectors, in 25,000 square meters of exhibition space. Areas of the stands 
will also display intermediate goods for the supply-chain and sustainable innovation in the fruit and vegetable sector. 

Experts from Burgo Recycling and Mosaico will welcome all interested visitors to their stand (hall 25, stand C/142). Here 
companies will be able to discover Burgo Recycling's cutting-edge services for the integrated management of recyclable 
materials and waste, which ensure maximum efficiency and full respect for both regulations and the environment.  
Mosaico, a reference brand on the Italian market for specialty papers, will be exhibiting its wide range of papers for 
flexible packaging, enriched by two new products that will be presented for the first time at the fair: Sigma Kraft Seal 
and Naturseal. 

During the two days of Marca, Burgo Group will continue to present its ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) 
strategy, represented by the GO2030 GROWING SUSTAINABLY logo and pursued through discussion and training 
events.  

Participation in Marca is just one of the stages of the sustainability journey undertaken by the Group through a roadmap 
of actions and measurable goals, in line with some of the seventeen Sustainable Development Goals adopted in 2015 
by the United Nations. 
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BURGO GROUP 

Burgo Group is a leading European manufacturer of papers for communication, speciality papers and paper for corrugated cardboard. The 
Group constitutes an actual ‘system’ developed around the world of paper: production, distribution, paper recycling and processing of forest 
products, but also factoring and energy. A complete range of high quality products, an aptitude for research and development of innovative 
solutions, and a strong focus on the environment: this is how Burgo Group has established itself as a key partner in the communication, 
printing, publishing, converting and packaging sectors, thanks to a business vision embedded in a wider system. It is no coincidence that the 
Burgo Group makes sustainable development and the principles of the circular economy a key aspect of its business and this is apparent in 
all its processes, from the purchase and use of resources, to the recovery of waste water and the optimisation and reuse of waste for energy 
production. The Burgo Group carries out its industrial activity through 10 plants, 9 in Italy and one in Belgium, with 12 production lines. 
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